
Regarded as one of the UK’s premier queen tribute bands, Supersonic Queen bring all the spirit and majesty of Queen to audiences all over the UK. 
Performing in UK and International theatres and festivals, Supersonic Queen have been touring for over a decade and are known for their uniquely 
dynamic recreation of Queen's iconic live performances. With an unparalleled energy and charisma this totally live 5-piece band deliver the best 
Queen tribute you’ll see today.

Supersonic Queen are the band that everybody wants to see – they have garnered glowing praise from audiences of all ages and die-hard queen fans 
alike. With a growing army of fans, Supersonic Queen are non-stop this year performing in some of the best music venues, theatres and festivals in 
the UK, and have supported some of the most well-known big-name acts in the industry.

Supersonic Queen's Freddie Mercury, Phil Copping, is as good a Freddie as you will find anywhere in the world - he has spent years honing Freddie's 
moves, mannerisms, vocal tone and phrasing - and more essentially channelling his irrepressible sense of fun! This consummate showman and the 
world-class musicians that make up the Supersonic Queen experience, put on a show that feels like you're at a Queen concert reliving the amazing 
rock and roll legacy that Queen created.

So, take a trip back in time to experience the magic and excitement of a live Queen concert with Supersonic Queen: an action-packed show that it is 
truly 'guaranteed to blow your mind’!

Audience Testimonials for Supersonic Queen:
"Seeing Supersonic Queen perform in Scarborough was a true gift. Their experience, band chemistry, quality of musicianship and professionalism were evident 
from the very first note! Having seen many Queen Tributes, The Freddie Mercury is a level above anyone I’ve ever seen before. His mannerisms, energy and 
charisma perfectly reflected Freddie I thought. The band's harmonising is high level, and they play such complex music and sing so well simultaneously and 
seamlessly! Amazing" Davina Mortimer

"Oh my god I have no words to be honest! I no longer feel cheated that I never saw the original Queen as these guys absolutely rocked! The spirit of Freddie 
Mercury was definitely channelled by the wonderful showman and front man for this band accompanied by top class musicians! I simply cannot wait to see these 
guys again" Morganna Lambert

“Supersonic Queen are head and shoulders above other Queen tributes. They have a great energy and sound fantastic: highly recommend you see them - a really 
entertaining night out! Sometimes tribute bands have a great front man but are let down by the band … and sometimes you get great bands and a front man that 
doesn’t quite  cut it…. It’s not often that you get a great band AND a great front man that create the magic that the original created … but Supersonic Queen have it 
all!!! Sit back and strap yourselves in!” Joe Pasquale
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